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Illiquidity
Localized, storage, transportation

Opacity
Pricing, transactions, black market 

Centralization
Elitist system, third-party control, lack of
accessibility 

Bureaucracy
Transfer of ownership, custody, insurance

Illiquidity

Centralization

Bureaucracy Opacity
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Current size
of the art

market

70
to 800

b i l l i on
Depending on what is considered

as art, the valuation of its global market
fluctuates between 70 and 800 billion U.S. dollars.
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“Art is the one thing that transcends time and space.” 

Vision 
We are unleashing the power of new technologies to unlock
the limited options of the classical art world, which leads to
fulfilling our vision of optimizing art consumption and
trading while bringing great improvements in the experience
of the art industry stakeholders.

 
 

Mission
Optimize transparency, liquidity, accessibility, and ease of
the global art market by using blockchain, DeFi, DAO, NFTs
and cryptocurrencies. 
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Staking

NFTs DAO

Trading

Metaverse

Smart
Contracts

DeFi
Art

Blockchain

Web 3.0

Tokenization

Art Can Die

DIE ecosystem
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DAO

 

DIE is an ecosystem with real-life

implications that facilitates

participation in the art world, by

means of Blockchain, DeFi, and
NFTs, while optimizing the

synergies between artists,
investors, and art consumers.

Blockchain  & NFTs

 

Art Can Die leverages Blockchain

and Tokenization to convert fine art

creations into digital assets (NFTs

ERC-1155 (ETH)); which contribute

to give back to users and investors

their full autonomy.

DIE Coin

 

DIE Coin is a utility token on

Binance Smart Chain BEP-20
offering the community consultancy

rights (influence on art projects)

and requesting rights (fundraising

organization). DIE token is also used

to govern aspects of DAO. 

Tokenomics

 

The total supply of DIE tokens is

based on a scarcity model of
21 million units.

 

Part of the offer is dedicated to

artists (20 %) and DAO rewards +

staking (27 %).

 

Tokens for sale: 7,350,000
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DIE ecosystem
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Art Can Die
DAO

Source: DAC
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Tokens for sale (35% - 7,350,000) the revenues are used to secure
and develop the ecosystem and artistic projects.

Artists (20% - 4,200,000) for emerging and established DIE artists.

Staking & Liquidity (15% - 3,150,000) for members saving DIE
tokens inside DIE world (DAO).

Team & Advisors (10% - 2,100,000) guarantee of motivation and
guarantee of the work provided by the DIE team and its advisors.
They must respect a one-year blocking period of their tokens. If
necessary, they are bound by a prefixed distribution of up to 10%
unlocked at the listing and then a release of 10% additional DIE
tokens per month.

Reserve (8% - 1,680,000) support for the liquidity of the DIE Coin
after the ICO and listing. The reserve will also be used to stimulate
art-related initiatives throughout the DIE world (DAO) life cycle.

DAO (6% - 1,260,000) incentives to participate in DIE world (DAO)
and the sustainable development of the project.

Marketing (6% - 1,260,000) airdrops, gifts and DIE promotional
events to facilitate its widespread adoption among the public.

Token distribution

www.artcandie.com
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$0.4
4.35 MILLION TOKENS FOR SALE

$0.2
3 MILLION TOKENS FOR SALE

PRESALE
NOVEMBER 2021

PUBLIC SALE
FEBRUARY 2022

Token sales

www.artcandie.com
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A limitless future serving
the world of art
With the advent of internet, human interaction has become
increasingly virtual.

Meet DIE metaverse: an alternative digital reality or a new web
of interconnected virtual spaces in constant evolution,
unlocking new forms of economies and ways for
experiencing and feeling art. Erasing the need of middlemen,
where the public enjoys infinite possibilities of art.

Art Can Die will leverage the power of the metaverse to foster its
ecosystem and to give its community the most developed tool to
share and feel emotions. 

DIE metaverse

http://www.artcandie.com/
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Current art projects
 

All the projects will be listed in the DIE metaverse once the ecosystem goes live.

www.artcandie.com

https://www.artcandie.com/art-projects
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Exceptional projects, from exceptional artists.
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https://www.artcandie.com/project-new-ark-director-jacq
https://www.artcandie.com/project-phannapast-taychamaythakool
https://www.artcandie.com/project-flower-of-life-marisa-papen
https://www.artcandie.com/project-noir-tv-show
https://www.artcandie.com/project-everest-recycling-jean-michel-jorda
https://www.artcandie.com/project-director-jacq
https://www.artcandie.com/project-seeds-of-blue-ilse-van-roy
https://www.artcandie.com/project-kranzedan-michael-hutter
https://www.artcandie.com/project-abstract-man-triptych-suwat-boontam
https://www.artcandie.com/project-the-altar-michael-hutter
https://www.artcandie.com/nick-ervinck
https://www.artcandie.com/erawan-gatekeeper-mu-pan
http://www.artcandie.com/


Art Can Die Roadmap
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NOV 2021 FROM 2021 NOV-APR 2022 Q2 2022 Q2 2022

Whitepaper Token sales DIE world (DAO)

DIE art
(physical and NFTs)

Listing on 
centralized (CEX)

and decentralized (DEX)
exchanges

First international
exhibition (Bangkok)

SEP-OCT 2022 DEC 2022

World tour in major art
capitals 

DIE metaverse

2023

http://www.artcandie.com/
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Conclusion
 
 

Art Can Die offers a solid and promising business model in the art market while offering
investors the additional opportunity to make profits in the cryptocurrency market.

 
Thanks to our art production company 3.0, artists benefit from efficient funding and

exceptional artistic projects are produced. 
 

Art Can Die’s mission is to optimize transparency, liquidity, accessibility, and ease of the
global art market by means of Blockchain, DeFi, DAOs, NFTs and cryptocurrency.

 
Upcoming and established artists enjoy greater opportunities to finance and showcase their

works of art via an international audience of investors.
 

Thanks to Art Can Die, artists get financed, the community sees the value of DIE Coin
increase and timeless art emerges.

Born to save art.

http://www.artcandie.com/
http://www.artcandie.com/
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Let's connect

Jean-Marc GOOSSENS
Founder & President
International attorney at law specialized in Blockchain and
Crypto. Founder of 4Blockchainers.

Gaël BOVEN
Founder & Managing Director
International attorney at law specialized in Blockchain,
Crypto and AI. Founder of 4Blockchainers.

Wayn TRAUB
Founder & Art Director
Internationally recognized artist, director, composer, Master
in History of Art, specialized in modern art, cinema, and
performing arts. Art collector.

Quentin HERBRECHT
Chief Advisor
Internationally recognized token sales advisor, serial
investor. Founder & CEO of Markchain agency.

Art Can Die team Caroll MICHELS
Artist Advocate
Career coach, author, writer and artist with exhibitions in major
museums.

Romain VERLOMME-FRIED
NFT & Art Advisor
Market law consultant, auctioneer specialized in Modern and
Asian art. Founder of TokenToMe.

Dr Keir FINLOW-BATES
Blockchain Expert
PhD in mathematics and education, Blockchain researcher,
author and prolific software technology inventor.

Badr BOUSSABAT
AI Specialist
Bestselling author, Speaker, TV Columnist, Economist and
Political Scientist. President of AI TOGETHER.

Anthony WUYTS
Marketing Advisor
Advisor for investment platforms, DAOs and Web3 structures.
Founder of CryptoLogik.

http://twitter.com/die_coin
https://www.linkedin.com/company/art-can-die-coin/
http://facebook.com/ArtCanDie
mailto:info@artcandie.com
https://www.instagram.com/art_can_die/
https://t.me/ArtCanDie_English
https://www.artcandie.com/accueil
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jean-marc-goossens-873a9b14/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ga%C3%ABl-boven-5a00a029/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wayn-traub-545214142/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wayn-traub-545214142/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marketing-blockchain/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/caroll-michels-4b010a17
https://www.linkedin.com/in/romain-verlomme-fried-a7658a217/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/keirf
https://www.linkedin.com/in/keirf
https://be.linkedin.com/in/badr-boussabat-84b243a8
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anthony-wuyts-500843ab/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marketing-blockchain/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marketing-blockchain/

